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FACE
FULL OF JOY

β-GLUCAN ACTIVE | DAILY CARE

OAT

BETA-GLUCAN
FACE SERUM | FM sr1
Face serum 30 ml

.......................................
An intensely acting serum
for use in the morning and
evening as a substitute for
cream. Its’ reach formula,
based on the oat beta-glucan,
colloidal silver, coconut oil
and vitamin C.
Without allergens.
Awarded with the Superprodukt 2012 emblem by
the “Women’s World” readers.

RM 79.60

RM 71.60 (PM)
RM 82.30

RM 74.00 (EM)
SG$/BN$ 37.00

OFF
MOISTURISING
| FM kn1
FACE CREAM | Moisturising face cream 30 ml
.........................................................

SG$/BN$ 33.00
TOP
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Created for: dry and dehydrated skin
The beta-glucan, hyaluronic acid and esters of higher
fatty acids from linseed oil. Without allergens.

Recommended for all skin types,
especially skin with acne, sensitive, tired and dry.

RM 79.60

RM 71.60 (PM)
RM 82.30

RM 74.00 (EM)
SG$/BN$ 37.00

SG$/BN$ 33.00
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LUXURIOUS RENEWAL

SERIES CREATED FOR

OFF

MATURE SKIN (40+)

ANTI-AGEING		
EYE CREAM

| FM ko3

Anti-ageing eye cream 20 ml

...........................................................................
Rejuvenates and brightens the skin around the eyes,
restores elasticity and smoothness. Enriched with colloidal gold, hexapeptide, an extract of guarana seed,
kiwi fruits and sophora root as well as the centella
asiatica extract. Rejuvenates and brightens the skin
around the eyes, restores elasticity and smoothness.
Enriched with colloidal gold, hexapeptide,

SPECTACULAR RESULTS:

VISIBLY YOUNGER,
VITAL AND GLAMOUR
SKIN

RM 136.80 RM 123.10 (PM)
RM 141.70 RM 127.50 (EM)
SG$/BN$ 63.00 SG$/BN$ 56.50
4
ANTI-AGEING
NIGHT CREAM

| FM kn2

Anti-ageing night cream 50 ml

...........................................................................
The luxurious formula with colloidal gold intensively nourishes
and regenerates the skin, reduces wrinkles and models the shape
of your face while you sleep. Contains hyaluronic acid, licorice
root extract, coconut oil, rose oil and resveratrol from red grapes.

RM 153.85 RM 138.40 (PM)
RM 159.00 RM 143.10 (EM)
SG$/BN$ 68.00 SG$/BN$ 61.00
GOLD REGENESIS COSMETIC BOX*
Gold Regenesis cosmetic box

| FM G199

................................................................................................
Elegant with a super trendy quilting. Made of delicate stiffened
satin. Height: 9 cm, diameter: 20 cm.

RM 37.90 (PM)
RM 42.70 (EM)

SG$/BN$ 18.00
* Only while stocks last.

GOLD REGENESIS COLLECTION

COLLOIDAL GOLD

is your ally in the fight against
the passage of time:
stimulates synthesis of collagen and elastin,
contributing to tissue reconstruction,
and ensuring adequate tension and
elasticity of the skin
stimulates the exchange of microelements
within the skin, contributing to its intense nourishment
restores the skin’s natural radiance and vitality
eliminates discoloration
akactivates the natural immune system

ANTI-AGEING
DAY CREAM

| FM kd1

Anti-ageing day cream 50 ml

..................................................................................
Clearly reduces wrinkles, restores the skin’s elasticity.
Created on the basis of bio absorbable colloidal gold,
which stimulates cell regeneration. Effective formula
with the addition of hyaluronic acid, beta-glucan,
allantoin and an extract of Enantia chlorantha tree.

RM 153.85 RM 138.40 (PM)
RM 159.00 RM 143.10 (EM)
SG$/BN$ 68.00 SG$/BN$ 61.00
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THE CC COLLECTION!
Green shade
neutralizes
redness!

The best
of the best!

CC PRIMER COLOUR & CARE

cc cream colour & care

CC CREAM COLOUR & CARE

cc primer colour & care

An innovative
combination of
nourishing cream,
foundation and the
UV filter.

Mineral
pigments
make the skin look
radiant and fresh

algae extract

FM | cc04

nourishes and
regenerates

Genius Nude

6
FM | cc05

Smart Beige

Horse chestnut
extract

FM GROUP MAKE UP produc ts are genuine FM GROUP World produc ts.

strengthens blood vessels

FM | cc06

Bright Ivory
arnica extract
perfectly soothes and
tones

Suitable
for all skin
types.

RM 60.60 (PM)
RM 62.70 (EM)

SG$/BN$ 28.00

FM | cc09

Wise Green

Start with a primer!
Perfect make up is the secret to beautiful appearance. A primer
not only prolongs its life, but also perfectly nourishes the skin
and conceals imperfections.

RM 73.30 (PM)
RM 76.00 (EM)

SG$/BN$ 35.00

Cosmetics for those who demand more!
Multifunctional!
CC POWDER COLOUR & CARE

cc powder colour & care

Evens the skin tone and
ensures a flawless look.

Excellent coverage and
intense nourishment.
Cream
colour brightens.

Beige

Raspberry extract

colour gives
a beautiful tone.

smoothes and firms

7

Green
neutralises
redness.

Passion fruit oil
soothes irritations

Mineral
pigments
make the skin look
radiant and fresh.

Powdered
baobab leaves
reduce the appearance of
capillaries, nourish the skin
and make it velvet soft.

TOP
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RM 69.00 (PM)
RM 73.00 (EM)

SG$/BN$ 32.00

FM | cc07

Sensible Biscuit

FM | cc08

Clever Honey

Bronzing &
Mattifying

…and light
texture

POWDER

DARK SKIN
CONCEALER

OFDARK
F
SKIN MINERAL

dark skin concealer

mineral powder
Specially
combination of highquality ingredients
gives the skin a
beautiful shade and
perfect matt effect

OFF

RM 69.00 (PM)
RM 73.00 (EM)

8

FM | co05

SG$/BN$ 32.00

Sweet Coffee

FM | co04

Dark Caramel

RM 65.90

RM 59.30 (PM)
RM 67.90

FM | p010

Honey Brown

*Only while stocks last.

FM | p011

Warm Chocolate

FM | p005

Brown Jasper

FM | p006

Dark Cocoa

RM 61.10 (EM)
SG$/BN$ 29.90

SG$/BN$ 26.90

Prep your
skin for
make up!

Satin
smooth

BEAUTY CREAM
PRIMER

silicone base

SILICONE BASE

beauty cream primer
Skin becomes
smooth whereas
the pores and fine
wrinkles are less
noticeable!

Pearlescent
pigments add
glow to the
complexion,
conceal
imperfections
and wrinkles.

Mattes
and ensures
fresh look.
Delicate pink
colour
enlivens the skin and
reduces the signs of
tiredness.

FM GROUP MAKE UP produc ts are genuine FM GROUP World produc ts.

Extends
the life
of make up.

Bisabolol
soothes and calms.

Hydromanil®
and hyaluronic
acid
deeply moisturise,
firm and smooth
your skin.

FM | fb02

Beauty Cream
Primer

FM | fb01

Silicone Base

RM 60.60 (PM)
Looking for the ideal primer?

Try one of our proposals!

RM 62.70 (EM)

SG$/BN$ 28.00
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Perfectly adapts to
the skin colour!
SECOND SKIN FOUNDATION

second skin foundation

Select a gently illuminating
primer and enjoy the radiant,
fresh-looking complexion.

NEW

White lily extract
ensures proper skin
moisturisation.

A frosted glass bottle
in a modern and
convenient shape.

10

Cucumber extract

Micronized
pigments
reflect light and conceal
imperfections.

FM | fl12

Porcelain
With UV filters.

FM | fl05

Natural Cream

RM 84.00 (PM)

RM 88.20 (EM)

SG$/BN$ 39.00

Try it!
Use the foundation
sample pouches.

FM | fl06

Sand Beige

FM GROUP MAKE UP produc ts are genuine FM GROUP World produc ts.

revitalizes and softens the skin.

Perfect coverage effect at
your fingertips!
ADVANCED FOUNDATION

advanced foundation
COVERING EFFECT

NEW
The pump dispenses the
perfect amount of the
foundation necessary for
a single application.

Vitamins C and E
have an antioxidant effect.

11
FM | fl01

Ivory

The amino acid
complex
fosters moisturization and
smoothes the skin.

FM | fl02

Beige Nude

Silicone coated
pigments
provide a lasting colour.

FM | fl03

With UV filters.

Natural Beige

FM | fl10

Warm Walnut

Impeccable
complexion
without the
”mask effect”.

RM 84.00 (PM)
RM 88.20 (EM)

SG$/BN$ 39.00

Dedicated to YOUR SKIN!
Illumination

Matte

mineral powder
ILLUMINATING EFFECT

mineral powder
MATTIFYING EFFECT

MINERAL POWDER

MINERAL POWDER

Micronised
pigments by
reflecting light
conceal wrinkles
and imperfections.

FM | p014
Opal

FM | p015

Desert Rose

RM 69.00 (PM)
RM 73.00 (EM)

SG$/BN$ 32.00

FM GROUP MAKE UP produc ts are genuine FM GROUP World produc ts.
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Specially selected
ingredients give the
skin a matte effect
and a perfectly
uniform colour.

Perfect fix

Lasting finish

MINERAL LOOSE
POWDER

FIXING POWDER

fixing powder

mineral loose powder

Get the matte
and velvet
skin effect!

OFF

TOP

10

Light, silky
smooth
formula.

Mineral
pigments and
silica
visually reduce skin
imperfections.

FM | p017

Harmony Sand

FM | pt1

Fixing Powder

Kaolin

FM | p016

Perfect Beige

RM 62.10 RM 56.00 (PM)
RM 64.40 RM 58.00 (EM)
SG$/BN$ 31.00 SG$/BN$ 27.90

perfectly
absorbs the
excess of
sebum.

Aloe vera
juice moisturizes and
soothes irritations.

Excellently adapts
to the foundation
and skin tone.

RM 75.80 RM 68.20 (PM)
RM 79.20 RM 71.30 (EM)
SG$/BN$ 32.90 SG$/BN$ 29.60
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Dazzle!
GLOW POWDER
PEARLS

glow powder pearls
ILLUMINATING EFFECT

Multicolour pearls give
the skin a subtle
illumination effect.
Argan oil
moisturizes and
regenerates the skin
whereas vitamin
E cares for skin
elasticity.

14

OFF
VIOLET revives the skin tone.

PINK

disguises signs of fatigue.

PEARL

PEACH

FM | p009

Glow Powder Pearls

masks redness.

adds shine.

provides a natural shade.

RM 75.80 RM 68.20 (PM)
RM 79.20 RM 71.30 (EM)
SG$/BN$ 32.90 SG$/BN$ 29.60

FM GROUP MAKE UP produc ts are genuine FM GROUP World produc ts.

GREEN

Natural glow

Sunny kiss

MULTICOLOUR
HIGHLIGHTER

multicolour highlighter

Restore freshness of your
skin, give it a radiant and
healthy look.
Enhance the
cheekbones and
model the face
shape.

BAKED POWDER

baked powder
SUN-KISSED EFFECT

OFF

Apply
to face,
neck and
shoulders.

Get a natural
looking tan
effect and add
a golden glow
to your skin.

FM | p019

Golden Jewel

FM | p004

Golden Brown

15

FM | p018

Precious Pink

RM 69.00

RM 62.10 (PM)
Combines three
complementary
shades that
harmonize
with every
complexion.

RM 73.00

RM 65.70 (EM)
SG$/BN$ 32.90

SG$/BN$ 29.60

Give it a try!

Recommended also
as an eye shadow.
For wet or dry application.

Dot the i’s and cross the t’s of every MAKE UP
I feel pink!

Pearl shine
and beautiful
colour!

MINERAL BLUSH

mineral blush

BAKED BLUSH

Subtly highlighted
cheekbones!

baked blush

Macadamia oil
relaxes and soothes the skin.

Tourmaline

Jojoba oil

improves skin colour.

FM | rm1

Kaolin

Coral

FM | r003

nourishes.

Delicious Papaya

Meadowfoam

absorbs the excess
of sebum.

seed oil moisturizes.

Sapphire

FM GROUP MAKE UP produc ts are genuine FM GROUP World produc ts.
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moisturizes
the skin.

FM | rm2

Sun Touch

FM | r004

Blooming Rose

RM 53.00 (PM)

The complex
of vitamins
A, E and F

RM 55.70 (EM)

gives the skin a beautiful
and healthy look.

SG$/BN$ 24.50

Try it out!

Recommended also
as an eyeshadow.
For wet or dry application.

EXCELLENT FOR FACE CONTOURING

SPARKLING

EYES

Phenomenal
results

Naturally
emphasized

PHENOMENAL MASCARA

NEW DIMENSION LASH
MASCARA

phenomenal mascara

new dimension lash mascara

Panoramic eyelashes effect!
A precise mini
wand perfectly
underlines even
the shortest
lashes.

The effect of subtly
thickened,
natural-looking
lashes!

NEW
Peptide
derivative

18

supports eyelash
growth and prevents
hair loss.

A classic
wand
separates
the lashes
well and
prevents the
formation of
clumps.

The jojoba oil
makes the lashes
elastic.

The complex
of nutritional
vitamins
has antioxidant
properties and
protects against
harmful external
factors.

FM | m001

FM | m006

Intense Black

RM 50.00 (PM)

RM 51.90 (EM)

SG$/BN$ 22.50

This product has
been tested under
the supervision of an
ophthalmologist.

Extended, thickened,
perfectly separated
and curled eyelashes!

Hypnotic Black

RM 44.80 (PM)
RM 46.80 (EM)

SG$/BN$ 21.00

Spectacular
effect
3 STEP MASCARA
3 step mascara

Extremely black,
elongated,
thickened and
lifted eyelashes
after one
application!

Properly
groomed lashes
appear thicker,
gain luster
and healthy
appearance.

19

TOP

FM GROUP MAKE UP produc ts are genuine FM GROUP World produc ts.

10

RM 50.00 (PM)

This product
has been tested
under the
supervision of an
ophthalmologist.

RM 51.90 (EM)

SG$/BN$ 22.50
The innovative
shape of the wand
allows to apply the
mascara from roots
to ends.

FM | m002

Perfect Black

Convenient
styling

Sharp
precision

TATTOO BROW TINT

AUTOMATIC BROW
PENCIL

tattoo brow tint

automatic brow pencil

Provides a
natural and
long-lasting
effect.

Emphasizes the
shape of your
eyebrows and
makes them
seem more
dense.

20
FM | kr14

FM | kr10

FM GROUP MAKE UP produc ts are genuine FM GROUP World produc ts.

Dark Bronze

FM | kr08

Nut Brown

Apply the tint on
clean, grease-free skin.
Store in a horizontal
position.

RM 53.00 (PM)

RM 54.80 (EM)

SG$/BN$ 24.50

PERFECT
COLOUR
WITHOUT
SMUDGES!

Bistre

FM | kr09

Auburn

With a
convenient
sharpener at
the base.

RM 31.90 (PM)
RM 33.10 (EM)

SG$/BN$ 14.50

Precise
like…

Shiny like…

AUTOMATIC EYE PENCIL

diamond eye pencil

DIAMOND EYE PENCIL

automatic eye pencil
LONG-LASTING EFFECT

With a
convenient
sharpener at
the base.

FM | kr05

With a builtin sharpener
and a
sponge to
smudge the
lines.

FM | kr04

Dark Blue Frozen Grey

21

FM | kr06

Malachite Green

FM | kr12

FM | kr07

Icy Amethyst

Astral Blue

TOP

10

The shiny
flecks make
your eyes
glow.

FM | kr01

Decadence Black

FM | kr02

Deep Maroon

Precisely
draws both
thick and
thin lines.

Crystal Black

RM 31.90 (PM)
SG$/BN$ 14.50

FM | kr13

Lucid Pink

FM | kr11

FM | kr03

Strong Graphite

RM 33.10 (EM)

Excellent for
an evening
glamour and
smoky eye
make up.

RM 32.90 (PM)

WATERPROOF!

RM 34.00 (EM)

SG$/BN$ 14.50

Classic line
LIQUID EYELINER

A great way to quick
eye make up.

liquid eyeliner

22

A well-shaped
line adds
a unique
character to
any make up.
It opens the
eye, enhances
the iris colour
and makes
the lash line
look more
dense.

Beautifully
emphasizes
the contour
of the
eye and
creates an
expressive
look.

Excellent
coverage
and a longlasting effect
already with
the first
application.

An ideally
contoured tip
guarantees
perfect
and easy
application.

TOP

10

FM | el01

Carbon Black

FM | el04

Classic Brown

RM 41.60 (PM)
Store in a vertical
position with the tip
downwards!

RM 43.20 (EM)

SG$/BN$ 18.00

FM | el03

Navy Blue

A floral TRIO
MINERAL EYESHADOWS

mineral eyeshadows

OFF

Silica

Kaolin

Mica

scatters light and thus
makes imperfections
less visible.

cares for the delicate
skin of the eyelids.

provides soft, pearly
shine, illuminates
and enlivens the
look.
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FM | c003

FM | c002

Silver Dust

FM | c001

Chocolate Mousse

FM | c004

Fall Green

The
composition
of three
harmoniously
matched
colours allows
for a perfect
eye make up.

RM 53.00 RM 47.70 (PM)
RM 54.60 RM 49.20 (EM)
SG$/BN$ 25.00 SG$/BN$ 22.50

FM GROUP MAKE UP produc ts are genuine FM GROUP World produc ts.

Heather Intense

DARK SKIN
EYESHADOWS

Perfectly contrasts with
dark complexion.

MINERAL EYESHADOWS

mineral eyeshadows

FM | c033

Sunny Gold

FM | c034

Cyclamen Pink

24

It does not fade
or decline while
putting it on the
eyelid. Metallicpearl glow
gives your look
a magnetising
shine

Do you have fair
complexion but
you like intensive
colours? These
eyeshadows will
be your love at
first sight.

FM | c030
Tempting Azure

FM | c031

Metallic Crocus

FM | c032
Midnight Purple

FM | c029

Silver White

RM 48.20 RM 43.40 (PM)
RM 49.90 RM 44.90 (EM)
SG$/BN$ 22.50 SG$/BN$ 20.25

The perfect couple…
OFF

DUO EYESHADOWS

duo eyeshadows

A perfectly matched colour set which adds sparkle to your
eyes and lets you create the perfect, day and evening,
eye make up.

FM | c006

Macadamia oil

Aloe vera juice

provides elasticity and
firmness, as well as nourishes
the skin.

ensures adequate
hydration.

FM | c007

Blur Burgundy

Sandy Emerald

Ideally suited
to create the
smoky eye
make up.

Adds
dynamism
to your
make up and
revives the
look.

25

a pearl-matte duo

FM | c008

FM | c005

Volcanic Brown

Inky Night

Lets you
obtain
a slightly
sparkly look.

You can
get a light
and fresh
mist
effect.

RM 44.80 RM 40.30 (PM)
RM 41.70 RM 42.30 (EM)
SG$/BN$ 21.00 SG$/BN$ 18.90

FM GROUP MAKE UP produc ts are genuine FM GROUP World produc ts.

a satin-half-matte duo

Metallic
glow
METALLIC EYESHADOW

metallic eyeshadow

Durable pigments
provide ideal coverage
and a saturated colour.

The creamypowdery texture
makes application
simple and
pleasant.

26

OFF
Natural
meadowfoam
and avocado
oils soften and
hydrate the
delicate skin of
the eyelids.

FM | c038

Violet Star

FM | c039

Cosmic Brown

FM | c036

Pink Cloud

When applied
wet the
eyeshadow gains
intensity of
colour and shine.
Make your eyes glow
– apply the bright metallic
eyeshadow right below the
brow bone.

FM | c035

Golden Dust

RM 44.60 RM 40.10 (PM)
RM 46.20 RM 41.60 (EM)
SG$/BN$ 21.00 SG$/BN$ 18.90

FM | c037

Green Galaxy

Did you know…
The Butterfly Blue
Cashmere Eyeshadow
was the base of the makeup
which FM GROUP makeup
artists presented and the
Blogger Breakfast – an event
preceding the 6th edition of
the Warsaw Fashion Weekend.

FM | c024

Salmon Pink

FM | c020

Carmine Red

Delicate like
cashmere
CASHMERE EYESHADOW

cashmere eyeshadow

OFF
A wide
range of
saturated
colours!

Intense
pigmentation lets
the colour look
the same in the
box and on the
eyelid.
Kaolin

FM | c025

FM GROUP MAKE UP produc ts are genuine FM GROUP World produc ts.

Pure White

FM | c019

Wenge Wood

FM | c021

Moss Green

FM | c022

Desert Sand

FM | c027

RM 39.50

Ebony Black

RM 35.50 (PM)
RM 40.90

RM 36.80 (EM)
SG$/BN$ 19.50

FM | c028

Grey Stone

27

FM | c023

Dark Violet

FM | c026

Butterfly Blue

SG$/BN$ 17.50

FM GROUP MAKE UP produc ts are genuine FM GROUP World produc ts.
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facilitates
application of the
eyeshadows.

Silky dust

Mica
a mineral that is present in many
variations – from pearlescent to
almost matte. With the ability to
refract, reflect and scatter light it
optically conceals imperfections
and brightens the skin of the
eyelids.

MINERAL LOOSE
EYESHADOWS

mineral loose eyeshadows

A LIGHT MINERAL
FORMULA!

OFF

Use it
separately or
with other
eyeshadows.

FM | c013

City Night

FM | c015

FM | c012

28
For wet or dry
application.

FM | c016

Purple Frost****

Glam Pink****

FM | c014

Vintage Gold

FM | c009

Magic Rose***

RM 42.50 RM 38.20 (PM)
RM 44.00 RM 39.60 (EM)
SG$/BN$ 19.50 SG$/BN$ 17.50
* Matte version. ** Satin version. *** The colour changes on the skin to opalescent pink.
**** Only while stocks last.

FM | c011

Pearly Dew

Ruby Pink

FM | c018

Shiny Almond

FM | c010

Aquatic Green

FM | c017

Sparkling Violet****
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Specially for you!
MAKE UP KIT

OFF

make up kit
Blush

Eyeshadows

Lip Gloss

subtly emphasizes your
cheekbones.

add glow and intensity to
the look.

provides sensual shine and a
tempting colour.

Sapphire

Squalane

moisturizes and
smoothes tiny
wrinkles.

provides firmness
and silky smoothness.
Perfectly suited
for travel.

Macademia
oil
softens, firms and
smoothes the skin.

Allows you
to create
a unique,
both day
and evening,
make up.

Allows you to create a
unique, both day and
evening, make up.

RM 97.80 RM 88.00 (PM)
RM 100.40 RM 90.40 (EM)
SG$/BN$ 44.50 SG$/BN$ 40.00

FM | pm01

Sunshine

FM | pm02

Moonlight

FM GROUP MAKE UP produc ts are genuine FM GROUP World produc ts.
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LIPS
WITHOUT SECRETS ...

Tired of dry and
imperfect lips?
Dream of perfect looking
and well-kept mouth?

The recipe is simple!

OFF

Start with
sweetness
SUGAR LIP SCRUB

sugar lip scrub

The Scrub will remove dead
epidermis, make your mouth soft
and smooth. If used regularly your
lips will be well-kept and sensual.
On such well-groomed lips any lipstick,
lip gloss or tint will look excellent.

FM | li14
Sugar Lip
Scrub

I usually have bright,
matte, chapped lips – said
one of the jury members
of the competition – and
when I used it, my lips
became smooth and
carmine.

This scrub is a
treasure!

FM GROUP MAKE UP produc ts are genuine FM GROUP World produc ts.
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Match it with:

In a duet
with:

MATCH IT WITH:

minty lip gel
VOLUME-UP EFFECT

HONEY LIP GEL

honey lip gel
VOLUME-UP EFFECT

Your lips will:
look
fuller and
appetizing...

Emphasize the natural lip
colour and their beautiful,
healthy look! Enriched
with ingredients which
hydrate and support the
reconstruction of
lip structure.

...with a
refreshing
mint flavour!

32

FM | li15

A similar effect
can be obtained
with the Chilly
Brown and Spicy
Nude Lip Glosses
(p. 46).

FM | li13

Minty Lip
Gel

Honey Lip
Gel

RM 53.35 RM 48.00 (PM)
RM 55.15 RM 49.60 (EM)
SG$/BN$ 24.50 SG$/BN$ 22.00

OFF

The way to matte
VELVET LIP CREAM

velvet lip cream

Matte finish,
elegant look
and optimum care!
Cottonseed
oil
perfectly nourishes
and softens the skin.

Tripeptide

33

FM | li22

Pink Cashmere

FM | li23

Brown Satin
Hyaluronic
acid

FM | li24

Orange Silk

RM 47.00 (PM)
RM 48.60 (EM)

SG$/BN$ 21.00

GO MATTE!

FM GROUP MAKE UP produc ts are genuine FM GROUP World produc ts.

moisturize
your lips and
make it look
fuller.

Tempting gloss
GLOSSY LIPSTICK

glossy lipstick

Gentle
colour

+

intense
shine

=

stunning
effect!

Ideal for everyday lip makeup.

Candelilla wax
makes the lips soft
and smooth.

34
FM | bp3

Vitamins
C and E

Peachy Rose

moisturize and nourish.

FM | bp1

Candy Pink

Light-reflecting
particles give a
sensual, seductive
look!

RM 47.00 (PM)
RM 48.60 (EM)

SG$/BN$ 21.00

Mandatory classic
EXTRA RICH LIPSTICK

extra rich lipstick

CHIC AND ELEGANCE
IN A PURE FORM
Choose a colour
suitable for you!

Give your lips a
sensual colour and
a delicate sheen.

Create a range of
5 shades in warm and
cool tones.

FM | li03

Australian Sand

35
A deep, intense colour on the lips adds
elegance, and combined with lined eyes is
the basis of a classic make up.

FM | li01

Hot Red

- Lipstick
- Automatic liner,
- Liquid eyeliner (found on p. 27).

FM | li05

Sweet Latte

It’s simple!
Use the
lipstick tester.

FM | li02

Pale Fuchsia

FM | li04

Sunrise Pink

RM 47.00 (PM)
RM 48.60 (EM)

SG$/BN$ 21.00

FM GROUP MAKE UP produc ts are genuine FM GROUP World produc ts.

Create with FM GROUP MAKE UP
cosmetics:

A perfect duet
AUTOMATIC LIPLINER

automatic lipliner

OFF

Match it with
a lipstick!
The colours perfectly
tailored to the
shades of lipsticks.

FM | li08

Australian Sand

Outline your lips
to emphasize their
natural beauty.
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FM | li06

Hot Red

FM | li09

Sweet Latte

LIPLINER MAKE UP TRICKS

FM | li07

Pale Fuchsia

FM | li10

Sunrise Pink

To make your lips seem
bigger, outline them just
outside the natural lip
line.

RM 31.90 RM 28.70 (PM)
RM 33.10 RM 29.80 (EM)
SG$/BN$ 15.50 SG$/BN$ 13.95

To make the lips seem
smaller outline them
inside the lip line.

WATERPROOF!

A colour that lasts!
FLAMASTER DO UST

tattoo lip tint

QUICK CONVENIENT PRECISE
Enjoy a tempting
juicy colour!

OFF

FM | li12

Coffee Dream

Panthenol
moisturizes lips
and makes them
soft.

Apply to clean,
degreased mouth!
Store in a horizontal
position!

Perfect lip make up
without smudging!

RM 53.00 RM 47.70 (PM)
RM 54.80 RM 49.30 (EM)
SG$/BN$ 24.50 SG$/BN$ 22.00

FM GROUP MAKE UP produc ts are genuine FM GROUP World produc ts.

FM | li11

Rose Dream

Feel the
sensual mango
aroma.
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Brilliant match
GLAM LIP TINT & BALM

glam lip tint & balm

Two fantastic products
three ingenious uses!
1.

Start with the
Lip Tint

Always apply the
Tint to clean,
degreased lips!

Precisely outline the lips
with the Tint and next fill
in the entire lip shape. A
light, water-based formula
makes the application
easy-peasy.

FM | li25
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2.

Elegant Red

Apply
the glossy
Balm
The Balm sensationally

FM | li26

cares for the lip skin thanks

Fancy Coral

to the content of rich
active ingredients such as
coconut oil, panthenol and
vitamin E.

3.

FM | li27

Stylish Pink

Enjoy a
long-lasting 		
make up.
Result:

Store in a
horizontal
position!

precise, radiant lip
make up.

RM 48.35 (PM)

RM 49.95 (EM)

SG$/BN$ 21.00

Use together or separately.

Tint
(colour)

+

Balm
(shine)

LASTING COLOUR
= AND TEMPTING
SHINE!

Find an answer to
your expectations!

First of all to highlight the
lip colour and shape, but
also to provide a sensual
gloss. When applied a few
times a day lip glosses
should also nourish the lips,
protect from the cold, wind
and sunrays.

Slightly fuller
lip effect
LIP GLOSS

lip gloss
PLUMP LIP EFFECT
A toning-cooling
substance stimulates
microcirculation and
gives your lips a fuller
shape.
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FM | lip1

Spicy Nude

FM GROUP MAKE UP produc ts are genuine FM GROUP World produc ts.

What do women expect
of lip glosses?

Choose the PERFECT GLOSS!
A tempting
colour and a
delicate glow
LIP GLOSS

lip gloss

Carefully selected
pigments emphasize
the lip colour.
Choose your shade.
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Sensually
moistened lip
effect
LIP GLOSS

lip gloss
WET LIP EFFECT
Sparkling particles
will give your
lips a subtle
sheen.

Grape oil hydrates.
Vitamin complex
cares for and
nourishes lips.

FM | lip4

Plum Gold

FM | lip3

Subtle Rose

FM | lip2

Innocent Pink

RM 40.60 (PM)
RM 42.20 (EM)

SG$/BN$ 19.00

Gentle for the
eyes and skin

Perfect in
every way

MICELLAR LOTION

CORRECTOR PEN

micellar lotion

corrector pen

Effectively removes make
up and cleanses your skin.
TOP

10

Excellent
replacement
for a lotion
and a toner.

Easily removes
minor make up
imperfections.

A convenient
stick precisely
removes even
the smallest
streaks and
spots.
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Hydrates, leaves
the skin firm,
soft and
smooth.

Does not
damage the
make up.

Perfectly
prepares your
skin for further
care.
FM | co03

Corrector Pen

FM | mi01

Micellar Lotion

After use wipe the
stick with a tissue.

RM 58.60 (PM)

RM 53.00 (PM)

SG$/BN$ 28.00

SG$/BN$ 24.50

RM 63.80 (EM)

RM 54.80 (EM)

WE CARE FOR HANDS
Hands are like
your business
card. Take care
of them!
CUTICLE & NAIL CREAM

Skin of hands is very delicate
and has a small amount of
the sebaceous glands and
fat, which is why it easily
gets dry, and is subjected to
external factors and ageing.

cuticle & nail cream

Give your nails and
cuticles a healthy look!
Shea Butter
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Restore proper
hydration
and nourish
dry skin.

Beeswax

Almond oil

FM GROUP MAKE UP produc ts are genuine FM GROUP World produc ts.

Vitamin E
Provide elasticity
to cuticles,
strengthen and
smooth the nail
plate.

For over-dried,
destroyed and
brittle nails.

Panthenol

FM | kr1

RM 26.70 (PM)
RM 28.20 (EM)

Cuticle
& Nail Cream

USE EVERY DAY!

SG$/BN$ 13.00
*Only while stocks last.

Fabulous
colours

Professional

MAKEUP KIT FOR
GIRLS

make-up brush case

MAKE-UP BAG

Convenient
and safe
storage of
brushes.

fm kids make up box
A mild formula
created on the
basis of food
dyes.

Easily washed
off with a rich
cream for
children.

THE KIT CONTAINS:
lip gloss
with the scent of bubble gum,

3 eye shadows,

FM | n029
Sky

blush

OFF
Made of elegant
cream and gold
satin with black
elements.
Confortable
handle.
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with the aroma of peach.

FM | d001

FM Kids
Make Up Box

FM | n028
Candy

From 3 years of age.

RM 42.40 (PM)
RM 44.70 (EM)

SG$/BN$ 20.00

RM 37.90

FM | g59

Make -Up Bag

RM 34.00 (PM)
RM 39.50

RM 35.60 (EM)
SG$/BN$ 16.00

akcesoria

PERFECTLY
MATCHED

ACCESSORIES

Even
FOUNDATION BRUSH

foundation brush

Uniform
application
POWDER BRUSH

powder brush

Comfort and precision.
Use it and stay amazed
forever!

Perfect for
application and
spreading
powder, both
loose and
pressed.

With synthetic,
hand-molded bristles.

FM | w001

Powder Brush
Handmade
with natural
bristles.
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FM | w008

Foundation
Brush

Suitable for
application
of liquid
primers and
concealers.

RM 63.60 (PM)
RM 66.80 (EM)

SG$/BN$ 28.00

RM 84.30 (PM)

RM 87.50 (EM)

SG$/BN$ 36.00

Clever
contouring

Precise

BLUSH BRUSH

eyeshadow brush

EYESHADOW BRUSH

blush brush

Designed for
application
of blushes,
bronzers,
bronzing
powders and
powder pearls.
Perfect for an even
application of
eyeshadows.
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FM | w005

Made with natural,
hand-formed bristles.

Blush Brush

FM | w007

Eyeshadow
Brush

RM 63.60 (PM)

RM 43.95 (PM)

SG$/BN$ 28.00

SG$/BN$ 20.00

RM 66.80 (EM)

RM 45.00 (EM)

Match it with
your favourite
eyeshadow!

Professional
MAKE-UP BRUSH CASE

make-up brush case

EYESHADOW SPONGE

eyeshadow sponge

8 compartments
to suit different
types of brushes.

For application
of any type of
eyeshadow.
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FM | w003

Eyeshadow
Sponge

FM | w011

Make-Up Brush
Case

Convenient
and safe
storage of
brushes.

RM 27.20 (PM)

RM 75.60 (PM)

SG$/BN$ 14.00

SG$/BN$ 31.50

RM 28.20 (EM)

RM 86.20 (EM)

FM GROUP MAKE UP produc ts are genuine FM GROUP World produc ts.

Made of soft
foam sponge.
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